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Abstract

Motivation

Microarrays are high-throughput technologies whose data • As more and more microarray data is uploaded to repositories, researchers are looking into combining data
are known to be noisy. In this previously presented work
sets for data mining.
[1], we apply a graph-based framework in a way that
• Assuming that repository data R is of sufficient quality to compare against, we apply it for assessing the
resembles distance-based outlier detection to:
reliability of experiment t (where t ∈
/ R).
• determine how noisy is a microarray experiment, and
• Distance-based outlier detection finds database records that differ “noticeably” from others (i.e. tax fraud, etc.).
• apply an error function to clean expression levels
• Instead of comparing every probe with every other probe, we build a graph from R to limit comparisons on t.
The graph is built from a separate data set and illustrates
• Can microarrays be “cleaned” with this graph structure using an error function based on the Euclidean distance.
another use of past microarray data.

Algorithms

Framework Overview
Overview of how past microarray data from a repository (R) and
the experiment (t) to be assessed are employed.

1. Define an error function using the Euclidean distance:

Inputs: R, t, dt, et.
Output: Percentage of outliers in t.

m ∑
m
1∑
E=
(ṽi − wij ṽj )2 .
2 i j

(1)

d ← Calculate all-pairs distance matrix(R)
2. To minimize the error, take the partial
E ← d0 ← All distances dt
∂E
derivative
V ← probes and expression levels of t
∂vk , for some vertex vk .
Build G(V, E)
3. We have one equation for each vertex
outliers = 0
(v = A · v + c), so solve them simultaforeach vi ∈ V
neously using LU-decomposition and
if (vi differs more than et from most of its neighbors) back substitution.
outliers++
4. Replace the expression levels of vk if
return (outliers / |V | * 100)
they were marked as outliers before.
(a) Outlier detection

(b) Probe cleaning

Framework

Results
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Baseline (10%)
Initial test set (10%)
Final test set (10%)
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Name Probes Experiments Random noise Purpose
D1 11,664
100
N (0, 0.219)
R
D2 11,664
10
N (0, 0.500)
t
Also, 10 experiments from R used to form our “baseline” t.

Baseline (3%)
Initial test set (3%)
Final test set (3%)

20

Simulated dye-swapped data sets created using SIMAGE [2]:

Outlying probes (percentage)

100

Experiments with (a) Two values for dt (3% and 10%); (b) et from 1% to 10%.

• Baselines: Number of outlying probes low.
• Increase in outliers from dt = 3% to 10% (“denser” graph).
• Test set: Number of outlying probes high (40% to 60%).
• Probe cleaning gradually lowers the number of outlying probes.

Future Work
• We apply some form of the Euclidean distance three times; are there (better) alternatives?
• Evaluate our method on real microarray data.
• Further investigate whether microarray experiment cleaning using the error function can be improved (currently, there is no term to prevent over-cleaning).
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